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CAR WASH LIGHTS
FORMERLY “MILE HIGH LED SYSTEMS” LEDLINE-X

www.milehighledsystems.com

LEDLINE-X is a waterproof (IP67) and chemical 

resistant, custom made light system suitable for 

car wash interior, arch mounting or exterior 

locations. 

Very bright LED lights in a single, seamless 

design with an innovative heat sync doubling as 

the  mounting bracket. Bendable for mounting 

to vacuum or chemical arches.

Transform your car wash with seamless light for 

the length of a bay or tunnel. Make a runway of 

light that welcomes customers into your facility.  

Each application is custom built before shipping 

to make install easy.

Product Description

Innovative, bendable, 

interlocking heat sync

doubles as mounting bracket  

Small, compact design is

nondescript when Lights are 

off, and stunningly bright and 

modern when lights are on.

Product Mounting VoltageVersion Optic Input Notes

LEDLINE 2in

increments
Wide Angle

( Bay or Tunnel)
White

White
Dimmable

Color

UL Universal,

120-277C

with external

24V DC

driver

RGB controller

included

Optional Accessories
Car wash control integration box

Built in 4ft or 6ft increments with up to 24ft in a 

single line, the LEDLINE ensures complete 

customization to the desired space. 

Example:  10ft seamless line with a 4ft and 6ft rail 

connected.  24 feet seamless line with a 4 x 6ft rails 

connected.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

1100 lm per foot 

Up to 130 lmper watt

8W per foot white, color varies

24V DC current

IP67 silicone sealed

120 degree beam angle

5000K color temperature

Available in color changing RGB or s ingle

color Red, Blue, Green, Amber Chasing

Passive, free-air convection thermal 

management

UL, CUL, RoHS Approved

5 Year warranty (3 year color)  

Up to 24ft in a single installation with ability to 

create 48ft of completely seamless line of light

ULR

LISTED

White

Red

Blue

Green

Amber

RGB



CAR WASH LIGHTS
FORMERLY “MILE HIGH LED SYSTEMS” LEDLINE-X
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6ft arch:   4500-6600 lumen

  9000-13200 lumen12ft arch:

SELF SERVE
BAYS

IN BAY
AUTOMATICS

TUNNELS

VACUUM
ARCHES

Available in single color red, green, blue, 

amber, or color changing RGB light

CHEMICAL
ARCHES

LEDLINE fits the length of an

arch, mounting gapless to

the arch for an integrated,

continues look.

LEDLINE crates a

seamless wrap for a 

chemical arch

enhancing the

lighting experience

2 rows of 24ft of LEDLINE

continuous, seamless light

48,000+ Lumen

2 rows of 42ft of LEDLINE

continuous, seamless light

84,000+ Lumen
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